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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Wheelchair locomotion is constraining for the upper limbs and involves a set of motor tasks that need to be learnt by a novice user. To understand this integration process, we investigated the evolution of shoulder kinetics during start-up and propulsion within the initial phase of low-intensity uninstructed training.

Materials and methods: Seventeen novice able-bodied subjects performed a 120-min uninstructed practice distributed over 4 weeks. During the initial and final sessions, upper limbs kinematics and hand-rim kinetics were continuously collected. Inverse kinematics and dynamics coupled to a three-dimensional linked-segment model were used to compute shoulder net moments.

Results: Participants increased the speed of the wheelchair with practice. In average, an increase of shoulder net moments and mechanical work during the push phase was observed. Conversely, during the recovery phase, participants slightly increased shoulder power but maintained a similar level of shoulder loading. However, individual evolutions allowed the definition of two groups defined as “increasers”, who increased shoulder loading and mechanical work versus “decreasers”, who managed to limit shoulder loading while improving the wheelchair speed.

Conclusion: These findings underline that individual adaptation strategies are essential to take into account when designing a rehabilitation protocol for wheelchair users.

IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION
• The learning process of manual wheelchair locomotion is essential for the assimilation of motor tasks leading individuals to select their propulsion technique.
• Novice users display different learning strategies: some people increase shoulder loading very early but others spontaneously manage to increase the wheelchair speed while maintaining a constant level of shoulder loading.
• Wheelchair rehabilitation programs should be individualized to take into account the subject-specific learning strategy.

Introduction
A manual wheelchair (MWC) is a medical device that allows people with motor disabilities to recover a part of their autonomy. Nowadays, MWCs are used by more than 600,000 persons in France, representing about 1% of the French population [1]. Higher rates were reported in some other countries, such as Great-Britain where MWC users represented about 2% of the population [2]. In Brazil, some authors reported about 5 million users from a population of about 200 million people, reaching a rate of about 2.5% [3]. However, propulsion through hand-rims fixed on the rear wheels, which is the widespread propulsion mode for MWC locomotion, is a highly demanding task for the upper extremity. As a consequence, it results in a high incidence of shoulder injuries in MWC users population [4-7]. The high mechanical loads and occurrence frequency of wheelchair-related tasks throughout the day are believed to be concomitant factors related to the apparition of musculoskeletal disorders [7-11]. However, stresses on the upper extremity are not only influenced by external loads such as the forces to overcome inertial forces and motion resistances [12], but also by the propulsion technique [13-16] including both spatiotemporal parameters and joint configurations.

Hand-rim wheelchair locomotion is a set of motor tasks that needs to be learnt, often when being an adult. So to improve rehabilitation program efficiency, it is important to understand how these gross motor tasks are acquired. Numerous studies investigated the effect of various rehabilitation programs focusing on strength and physical conditioning [17-20] or on hand-rim wheelchair technique [21-23]. Several studies investigated the effect of visual [21-23] or haptic feedback [24] to reinforce the rehabilitation program efficiency with contrasted results. Others investigated the effect of uninstructed practice of hand-rim
wheelchair propulsion [25–29] based on the assumption that sub-
jects will naturally converge to an optimum technique minimizing
energy expenditure for a given velocity. As a consequence, it may
also be assumed that, at a self-selected comfortable velocity,
shoulder loads would decrease throughout the learning process.
This assumption is further supported by previous results where
skilled hand-rim wheelchair users developed a lower propelling
torque together with a higher mechanical power than unskilled
subjects [30].

Generally, studies on wheelchair training program showed a
decrease in oxygen consumption for a given external mechanical
power, indicating an improvement in mechanical efficiency
[19,22,29,31]. Most of the studies focused on steady-state propul-
sion and investigated the changes in propulsion technique associ-
ated with the improvement in mechanical efficiency. In particular,
an increase in cycle duration, contact angle and a change in force
direction was observed [28,29,31]. Other authors described differ-
ent patterns of the hand during the propulsion cycle, which were
correlated with the level of expertise: from arcing in novice to
semi-circular in expert [4,16]. In 2014, Vegter et al. [29] investigat-
ed the effect of a low-intensity uninstructed practice in naive able-
bodied subjects and showed an increase in gross mechanical effi-
ciency accompanied with a decrease of cycle frequency and nega-
tive work per push. However, in contrast with the results of Hwang
et al. [30], Vegter et al. [29] found an increase in propelling torque
within the training program, resulting in higher shoulder loads [31].

Wheelchair start-up is a highly constraining task for the upper
extremity. Indeed, during start-up, shoulder loads were found to
be between 1.8 and 3.5 times those observed during steady-state
propulsion [12,32]. In addition, start-up occurs from 200 to 350
times in a day [33,34]. As a consequence, it may be possible that
during this task, subjects do not tend to exclusively decrease
mechanical work but also tend to preserve their musculoskeletal
integrity by limiting shoulder loads. In this case, the motor learn-
ing paradigm would be different between propulsion and start-
up. Indeed, some preliminary results have suggested that, over a
certain level of shoulder loading, mechanical power decreased,
whereas the mechanical work of the task still increased [35].

The purpose of this study was to investigate the evolution of
shoulder kinetics during start-up and propulsion with a hand-rim
wheelchair within the initial phase of a low-intensity uninstructed
training. We hypothesized that net joint moments at the shoulder
during start-up would quickly decrease in the course of the learn-
ing process. On the opposite, based on previous results [28,29,31],
an increase of shoulder net joint moment was expected for the
propulsion task.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Following approval by the relevant ethics committee (CPP Paris VI
Pitié-Salpêtrière, France no. 2014-A01203–44), 17 able-bodied vol-
unteers (4 females; 13 males) participated to this study. Subjects
were 25.0 years old (SD: 3.4; range: 23–37 y.o.); height: 1.78 m
(SD: 0.07 m, range: 1.63–1.97 m); weight: 71.6 kg (SD: 9.1 kg; range:
60–98 kg) and body mass index: 22.6 kg/m² (SD: 1.6 kg/m², range:
20.0–25.4 kg/m²). Able-bodied subjects were recruited because they
provided a more homogeneous sample [28,29,31] and because their adaptations would not be influenced by specific
muscle weaknesses or lack of control.

Participants had no prior experience with MWC locomotion and
none of them presented any upper limb pain or injury before
and during the completion of the study. They were informed of
the protocol and signed a written informed consent form prior to
their participation, allowing both collection and use of their
anonymous data reported in this manuscript.

Protocol

The design of the training program was largely inspired from the
study of Vegter et al. [29] and consisted in about 120 min of unin-
structed practice distributed over 4 weeks. The first and last
15 min of the training program were dedicated to measurement
sessions.

The measurement sessions consisted in three blocks of about
5 min during which the participant had to perform a succession of
tasks (including start-up, propulsion, slalom and U-turn with vari-
ous turning radii) successively announced by an assistant. The vol-
unteer was asked to perform these tasks at a self-selected
comfortable pace. Two minutes of rest were awarded between
blocks. No information was given to the participant on the way to
perform these tasks. All the subjects used the same instrumented
wheelchair during the measurement sessions.

Between measurement sessions, the participant was asked to
perform twice a week, 16 min of practice split into 8 min blocks
with at least 1.5 h between them. During these training sessions,
subjects had to move freely on a hard smooth level ground, per-
forming start-ups, propulsions, turns, slaloms and reverse propul-
sions. Training was performed using four hand-rim wheelchairs
(Otto Bock Voyager; Invacare Kuschall KSL; Vermeiren D200 and
Vermeiren Eclips 30°) that differed in terms of geometry, wheel
type, mass and inertia. The subject was asked to change of wheel-
chair every 4 min in order to limit accommodation to the settings
of a single wheelchair and to favour the exploration of joint kine-
matics and kinetics through wheelchair characteristics. The subject
received no information on how to improve his locomotion during
the entire training program.

Finally, this training protocol was a low dose and low intensity
uninstructed training program that should have prevented muscu-
lar and physiological adaptations. In other words, changes in bio-
mechanical variables would be a motor learning only reflecting
neurological adaptations.

Measurement procedure

Measurement procedure included the collection of both kinematic and
kinetic data. Reflective markers were placed on both the sub-
ject and the wheelchair and their 3D locations were recorded at
100 Hz by 13 cameras of an optoelectronic motion capture system
(Vicon system, hardware: T10 and T20S cameras; Nexus software;
Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK). Markers were placed on the spinous
processes of the seventh cervical and eighth thoracic vertebrae,
the manubrium, and the xiphoïd process for the torso; on the
superior part of the acromion and on the medial and lateral epi-
condyles of the humerus for the arm; on the ulnar and radial
styloid processes for the forearm; and on the second and fifth
metacarpal heads for the hand. Additionally, a technical plate-
mounted markers cluster was attached to the arm and another
technical marker was fixed on the distal third of the radius to
assist in motion capture data collection. Wheelchair kinematics
were recorded through four reflective markers placed on the chas-
is and on both rear-wheels centres.

Kinetic data were obtained through a wireless instrumented
wheelchair allowing both forces and torques applied by the
hand on the hand-rim to be recorded at a 100 Hz frequency
(TSR-mesures, France [36,37]). Signals were corrected from base-
line values according to already detailed procedures [38,39].
Synchronization between systems was ensured by knocking the instrumented hand-rim with a rubber hammer equipped with a reflective marker at the beginning of each block of locomotion. The shock created a synchronization event noticeable on both the hand-rim force signal and the hammer marker velocity.

Data processing

Start-up and propulsion cycles were identified in every block of recorded locomotion to provide kinematic and kinetic data for individual tasks.

Segment coordinate systems of the thorax, arm, forearm and hand were defined following the standards proposed by the International Society of Biomechanics [40]. Joint kinematics was obtained through a three-dimensional linked-segment model, using an inverse kinematics algorithm implemented in OpenSim [41]. The model used included hand, forearm bones, humerus, clavicle, scapula and thorax. It was derived from Saul et al. [42], with the addition of 2 degrees of freedom (dof) between the clavicle and the thorax. These additional dof allowed to take into account the forward−backward and upward−downward motions of the glenohumeral joint centre with respect to the thorax reference frame.

Body segment inertial parameters were scaled from subjects’ anthropometry preserving mass distribution of the generic model [42]. Then, shoulder net moments were obtained using an inverse dynamics process and were finally expressed in the thorax ortho-normal coordinate system, centred on the humeral head centre, to allow clinical interpretation [7,34]. Definitions of parameters reported in the present paper are given in Table 1.

Data analysis

For each subject, all kinematic and kinetic data were split into single tasks, and time-normalized with respect to the task duration. Biomechanical variables (Table 1) were averaged over the different cycles (at least six per block) performed by each individual. Results were then averaged among the whole population.

Results

All participants followed the entire uninstructed learning protocol and performed the two measurement sessions. For clarity purposes, the results are presented for the initial (T1) and final (T2) blocks of the pre-learning test and for the final block (T3) of the post-learning session. In this way, the evolution between T1 and T2 represented the very short-term adaptation during the first 15 min, whereas the comparison with T3 gives the adaptation during the 3 weeks uninstructed training program.

Spatiotemporal parameters

Comparison of temporal parameters (cycle, push and recovery times) before and after the 3 weeks of uninstructed training program did not show major changes for both propulsion and start-up tasks (Table 2). Indeed, for propulsion, cycle time remained constant between T1 and T3 and only decreased from 1.90 s at T1 to 1.80 s at T3 for start-up. However, in spite of this relative consistency in task duration, a slight increase of the recovery time accompanied by a shortening of the push time was observed in both propulsion and start-up tasks (Table 2).

Concerning MWC velocity, an increase in self-selected comfort velocity was observed, both during propulsion (T1: 0.70 m/s; T2: 0.86 m/s; T3: 1.02 m/s) and start-up (T1: 0.55 m/s; T2: 0.69 m/s; T3: 0.81 m/s).

Shoulder loading during the push phase

During the push phase, flexion (around the medio-lateral axis of the thorax) and internal rotation (around the longitudinal axis of the thorax) moments were the major components of the global shoulder net joint moment for both start-up and propulsion tasks. Peak values of these moments increased with learning for both propulsion and start-up tasks (Table 3). Peak value of the global net joint moment also increased with learning: from 15.4 Nm at T1 to 22.6 Nm at T3 for propulsion; and from 22.0 Nm at T1 to 30.8 Nm at T3 for start-up cycles. For both start-up and propulsion tasks, flexion angular impulse increased for short-term learning (between T1 and T2) but remained almost constant between T2 and T3.

### Table 2. Temporal parameters of MWC locomotion cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Push time(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.65 (0.10)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.05)</td>
<td>1.45 (0.23)</td>
<td>1.30 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery time(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.60 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.50 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task time(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.20 (0.20)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.21)</td>
<td>1.90 (0.31)</td>
<td>1.80 (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity(m/s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.70 (0.12)</td>
<td>1.02 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T1: mean of initial pre-training trials; T3: mean of post-training trials. Standard deviations are presented between brackets.

### Table 1. Biomechanical variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Push time</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>Duration of the push phase. Defined by the contact of the hands on the hand-rims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery time</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>Duration of the free-wheeling phase. Defined by the absence of contact with the hand-rims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task time</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>Total duration of the push and recovery phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>Velocity of the midpoint between rear wheel centre (mean value for propulsion cycles, final value for start-up cycles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abduction/adduction shoulder moment $M_x$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>Net shoulder moment following the fore-aft axis of the thorax. Abduction moments are positive values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal/external rotation shoulder moment $M_y$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>Net shoulder moment following the upward−downward axis of the thorax. Internal rotation moments are positive values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexion/extension shoulder moment $M_z$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>Net shoulder moment following the medio-lateral axis of the thorax. Flexion moments are positive values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global shoulder moment $M_z$</td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>Vectorial sum of $M_x$, $M_y$ and $M_z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder push flexion impulse $I^p (M_z)$</td>
<td>Nm s</td>
<td>Time integration of the shoulder flexion moment during the push phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder recovery extension impulse $I^p (M_z)$</td>
<td>Nm s</td>
<td>Time integration of the shoulder extension moment during the recovery phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder positive work $W^+$</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>Positive mechanical work of the shoulder moments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder negative work $W^-$</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>Negative mechanical work of the shoulder moments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and T3 (Table 3). Finally, shoulder positive work during each push phase increased within the uninstructed training program for both propulsion (T1: 2.4 J; T2: 6.2 J; T3: 6.9 J) and start-up (T1: 5.6 J; T2: 9.1 J; T3: 12.2 J). A slight decrease of the shoulder negative work was observed, for both start-up and propulsion tasks.

**Shoulder loading during the recovery phase**

During the recovery phase, extension (around the medio-lateral axis of the thorax) and abduction (around the fore-aft axis of the thorax) moments were the major components of the shoulder net joint moments for both start-up and propulsion tasks. Peak moments and angular impulses followed the same trend for both tasks: after a slight increase within the first 15 min of practice (T1 vs T2), shoulder loads finally decreased at T3, below the initial values obtained in T1 (Table 4). Still, there was an overall increase in shoulder positive work during the recovery phase, even if it remained at the same level between T2 and T3.

**Individual differences in learning strategies**

Two main adaptation strategies, illustrated in Figure 1, were observed for the push phase during the learning process. Eleven subjects, classified as “increasers” (INC group), reached higher net shoulder moments at T3 than at T2, for both start-up and propulsion tasks. Individuals within the INC group increased the peak shoulder moment gradually for start-up (T2: +34% with respect to T1; T3: +81% with respect to T1) and for propulsion (T2: +46%; T3: +73%). The main contribution to this increase in shoulder moment was the flexion moment, with a shoulder push flexion impulse ranging from 10.7 Nm s (start-up, T1) to 19.3 Nm s (start-up, T3). It resulted in an increase of shoulder positive work with learning among this group (Table 5).

The six other participants (DEC group) managed to limit their shoulder loading during the push phase, especially the flexion/extension moment, while succeeding in increasing the MWC velocity. In average, the shoulder net moments within the DEC group were slightly modified between T1 and T2 for both propulsion (from 14.0 to 16.3 Nm) and start-up (from 25.9 to 25.8 Nm) and decreased at T3. The flexion moment largely contributed to this trend. For instance, the shoulder push impulse during start-up dropped to 9.7 Nm s at T3, with an initial value of 16.0 Nm s at T1. As shown in Table 5, shoulder positive work increased with a lower rate in the DEC group than in the INC group.

The recovery phase displayed a homogeneous trend for the whole population, since each subject reduced, or at least maintained, shoulder moments after the training period. It was not the case for the shoulder positive work during the recovery phase, which was higher in T3 than in T1 for 12 subjects, from both groups.

If average anthropometric characteristics showed that DEC individuals tended to be smaller and lighter (height: 1.76 m, SD: 0.04 m; weight: 66.8 kg, SD: 5.60 kg) than individuals of the INC group (height: 1.78 m, SD: 0.08 m; weight: 72.9 kg, SD: 8.10 kg), a significant overlap between the two groups was also observed.

**Discussion**

**Spatiotemporal parameters**

During this study, the task duration was not spontaneously modified by the users during the initial phase of the learning process. Propulsion cycles duration was in average higher than the values reported in the literature [22,28,29,31], which may be explained by the use of a field wheelchair in the present study, compared to studies performed on treadmills. For start-up, the duration of push phases was consistent with the study of Kloosterman et al. [34], who reported a push time of 1.3 s for experienced wheelchair users. However, during the very first minutes of practice (i.e., between T1 and T2), a slight increase of cycle time was observed, which was consistent with previous results on short-term learning [28,29,31]. This highlighted the fact that the propulsion technique is not modified during the learning process following a continuous trend. Finally, while maintaining a similar total task time at T3,
subjects spontaneously reduced the push time to increase the duration of the recovery phase. This natural evolution confirmed the acquisition of confidence and skills on the wheelchair with practice, revealing a more efficient handling of the MWC behaviour.

In contrast with cycle time, the self-selected comfort wheelchair velocity adopted by subjects increased with learning, for both short-term (T1 vs T2) and mid-term learning (T1 vs T3). This evolution was already mentioned during the very first minutes of practice in naive able-bodied subjects [27]. However, many other studies investigating the effect of uninstructed MWC practice on propulsion technique were performed on a treadmill [28,29,31], thus imposing a constant speed before and after the learning protocol. Given the conclusions of the present study, such protocols might have induced a bias in describing the natural evolution of over-ground MWC propulsion technique even if these studies remain interesting to describe the evolution at a controlled external mechanical power. In addition, if the treadmill velocity (1.11 m/s) chosen in previous studies [28,29,31] could be suitable to experienced MWC users, our results (from 0.70 m/s at T1 to 1.02 m/s at T3) suggest that lower velocities should be preferred for naive young able-bodied subjects.

Shoulder loading during the push phase

At each step of the protocol, the push phase involved mainly flexion and internal rotation moments, for both start-up and propulsion, which confirms results of the literature for steady-state propulsion [7], with the same coordinate system. Our results also indicate that shoulder net moments were in average 1.4 times higher during start-up than during propulsion, which is slightly lower than the 1.6 to 3.1 ratio described by Koontz et al. [12] for hand-rim kinetics.

The increase of shoulder net moments and angular impulses within the first 15 min of practice, reported in the literature [28,29,31] for propulsion on a treadmill, was also observed in the present study. This increase not only occurred for propulsion and during the first minutes of practice, but also for start-up and throughout the 3 weeks of the uninstructed training period. Because the push time was not notably altered, it is mainly the increase of shoulder moments and work per push that enabled subjects to increase the linear speed of the wheelchair. Our hypothesis is thus confirmed for the propulsion task, but contrary to our expectations, start-up displayed a similar evolution with learning. This trend could be explained by the efforts developed by the user that may remain below the critical level of pain. This could lead to a learning process mainly driven by the building of self-confidence on the wheelchair rather than by a strategy favouring upper limbs preservation.

Shoulder loading during the recovery phase

Conversely to the push phase, the recovery phase has not often been investigated in previous biomechanical analyses of MWC locomotion, because most of these studies were focused on hand-rim kinetics [22,25,26,28,29] and there is no contact between the hands and the hand-rims during the recovery phase.

During the very first minutes of practice, the amplitude of net joint moments increased for the recovery phase. However, after the whole training protocol, subjects limited the articular loading in the backwards motion of their arms. The increase in shoulder positive work occurring in the meantime implied that the
kinematics of the arm was the main factor influencing the motor learning in the recovery phase. After an initial session during which subjects made jerky movements for the transition between push and recovery phases, subjects chose a more continuous and economical motion between the end of the push and the next grasp of the hand-rim. It is consistent with the findings of other studies about the links between hand patterns and the level of expertise on the wheelchair [13,16].

**Individual differences in learning strategies**

The emerging of INC and DEC trends was only noticeable after the 3-week period of practice. Indeed, for most subjects of the DEC group, the decrease in the shoulder loading did not occur at T2, but became obvious at T3. It can be explained by the fact that during the first 15 min of practice, subjects initially explored the range of motion before defining their personal propulsion strategy. That is why the learning process cannot be seen as continuous, especially between T1 and T2, but also between T1 and T3. However, it suggests that long-term learning strategies observed in studies about the very first minutes of MWC practice [29] may differ when considering a longer learning timescale.

The learning paradigm that was hypothesized in this study was not confirmed, because individuals belonging to DEC or INC group were the same for start-up and propulsion, except for two subjects. Conversely, this study led to another conclusion considering our hypothesis: the motor learning process is not task-dependent (for start-up and propulsion) but subject-dependent. This implied that some subjects (INC group) imposed higher stress on their shoulder as they gain experience, while others (DEC group) used practice as a way to preserve their musculoskeletal integrity, regardless of the performed task.

That is why future research should deeper investigate the factors leading individuals to choose the INC or DEC learning strategy, especially by analysing muscle forces on the shoulder complex, for instance.

**Limitations**

There were some limitations in this study. First of all, because the protocol involved young able-bodied adults, application of the results to other populations should be made cautiously. Persons using a MWC temporarily after lower limb surgery, lower limb amputees or spinal cord injured patients with a lesion under the 12th thoracic vertebra can, however, be seen as populations for which the applications of the results are more straightforward. Conducting similar studies among a larger and more diverse population may help in broadening the learning spectrum.

Due to diverse practical reasons, only the right-side of the body was used for inverse dynamics. It might be interesting to investigate the possible impact of learning on the symmetry of upper limbs kinematics and kinetics. Because net joint moments are only global estimates of what is occurring at the joint level, future research should focus on muscular activations, in order to assess glenohumeral joint contact forces.

**Conclusion**

The results of this study show that biomechanical modifications of the propulsion technique occurred from the early stages of autonomous MWC practice. The push phase was critical, since the learning process enabled subjects to increase the wheelchair velocity, at the cost of higher shoulder moments and mechanical work. Contrary to our expectations, the evolution was similar for start-up and propulsion tasks. Conversely, skills acquisition enabled users to limit the shoulder loading during the recovery phase, through a better synchronization of the backward motion of the upper limb. Finally, two distinct trends, corresponding to different motor learning strategies, emerged: whereas some subjects increased shoulder net moments to reach a higher MWC velocity, others managed to limit shoulder loading. The motor learning paradigm seemed to be changing according to individuals, rather than to the task. These findings underline the need of individualizing rehabilitation programs, to help MWC users find their personal optimal propulsion technique. Future long-term longitudinal studies may also be conducted to evaluate the possible link between shoulder loading strategies and musculoskeletal disorders occurrence.
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